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XV   BEYOND THE POLE
F
OR half an hour the Norge moved at its calm fifty miles
an hour up the Spitzbergen coast, past a majestic pro-
cession of glaciers and snowy peaks. The Byrd plane, much
faster, literally flew rings around us. The Norge's motors were far
enough back to allow easy conversation in our canvas gondola, even
over the length of the car. The temperature at Kings Bay had been
about ten degrees below freezing, but the upper air was colder. Thin
clouds scarcely obstructed the sun at all.
As we passed Amsterdam Island, a snow-buried rock flung off
the north-east corner of Spitzbergen, we looked down the glacier-
striped north coast of this most northern of accessible lands. A
slight mist hung above the glacier butts, but through it we thought
we could see the ice cupola of North East Land, where we had
landed the year before. Now Riiser-Larsen took landfall and radio
bearings to control his magnetic compasses.
We worked eastward and adjusted the ship along the Kings Bay
meridian, then set the sun compass for the North Pole. Let me note
that our flight proved to be the longest meridional voyage—that
is, travel on a due north-and-south line—ever recorded. After a
final swing around us, Byrd and Bennett waved farewell and turned
back. Below us lay the crinkled water of the Arctic Ocean; but far
ahead on the horizon a "blink"—that shining band which ice reflects
into the sky—showed that the polar pack was still there.
To the four of us who had flown this route in 1925 the ti
the Pole could not be called eventful. Two hours after leaving u^
hangar we reached the fringe of the pack, and then the pack itself.
It was just as it had been, piled and broken, a vast sweep tof white
desolation, silent, mysterious. Our practised eyes told us that the
few narrow crooked leads were studded with ice-blocks and newly
frozen over. At first we saw a few seals, a few polar-bear tracks,
an occasional little auk, but after Lat. 84° N. there was no more
life.
A small calamity occurred. Berta's lunch hampers contained sand-
wiches and hard-boiled eggs. When we opened them to eat, we

